
UNVEILING THE SHOW MINI-SITE & THE 
VIRTUAL BUSINESS CARD APP FOR 

EXHIBITORS & RETAILERS



INNOVATIVE 
SHOW 
EXPERIENCE:
Imagine, at the trade show, an exhibitor opens the SendContact 
Trade Show app, and like magic, every buyer nearby will receive 
the exhibitor's contact information, catalog, a highlight video of 
their company, and even information about products for sale. 
That's not all; the Show Mini-Site comes with a complete 
payment system ready to take orders and process payments. 
You no longer need to bring a Square payment device or 
terminal. The SendContact Show Mini-Site gives exhibitors the 
magical way to connect with buyers, present products, and sell 
effectively at the show.



WHAT IS A SHOW 
MINI-WEBSITE?
Welcome to SendContact, a groundbreaking 
platform for show organizers,  exhibitors and 
buyers connect. Our flagship feature, the 
Show Mini-Website, empowers exhibitors to 
create a dynamic online presence before the 
event, transforming the traditional trade show 
experience. 



SHOW 
MINI-WEBSITE 
BENEFITS:
SendContact allows show organizers to provide 
exhibitors with the tools to build a personalized 
Show Mini-Website. This feature serves as a 
powerful promotional tool, enabling exhibitors to 
showcase their catalogs, videos, and highlight new 
products in advance. Exhibitors can easily share a 
link to their Show Mini-Website with prospective 
clients, creating anticipation and engagement 
before the show even begins.



PRESENTATION 
& SALES
SendContact goes beyond being 
just a presentation tool; it serves 
as a mini-website and a shop that 
enables you to make quick and 
hassle-free edits.
You can use it to showcase and 
sell products or services.
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STREAMLINED 
ONBOARDING 
PROCESS:
SendContact takes the initiative to reach out to all 
exhibitors, facilitating a seamless onboarding process 
for the Show Mini-Site. SendContact provides robust 
tutorials and simple instructions for exhibitors to easily 
build it on their own if they choose to do so.



EXPERIENCE
THE SHOW 
MINI-SITE MAGIC
Embarking on a mission to redefine show experiences. Our 
platform revolutionizes the traditional by eliminating the 
need for cumbersome catalogs and business cards, 
offering a seamless avenue for buyers and exhibitors to 
pre-qualify each other through our cutting-edge Bluetooth 
technology. It is a new era of trade show engagement, 
where technology meets efficiency with the Show Mini-Site 
experience.



POST-SHOW 
FOLLOW-UP:
The SendContact technology offers a valuable tool 
for follow-up after the show. When a buyer uses the 
SendContact app to save your contact information, 
you will automatically receive theirs in your contact 
listing without having to ask for it. This ensures you 
will never miss any valuable leads at the show. 
Don’t lose track of potential contacts and make 
every contact count.



OUR MISSION
SendContact is dedicated to providing the best 
trade show experience, offering an unparalleled 
opportunity for trade show organizers to 
elevate their exhibitors and attendees to new 
heights. Embrace this innovative way to 
connect, present, and sell effectively at your 
next show.



THANK YOU.
Sign up today and  
receive a FREE $30 
NFC smart 
business card.
One card per customer only.

Order yours today at 
Contact@SendContact.com


